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INTRODUCTION
The aim of the Theory of Musical Instruments textbook is to describe the construction
elements and technical abilities of various musical instruments. Such knowledge is necessary for
anyone involved in the practical or theoretical study of music. Without the theoretical and, to
some extent, practical knowledge of instruments, prospective musicians and music teachers
would not be qualified to teach various music subjects, nor would composers orchestrate their
works, or conductors instruct and lead orchestras. Such knowledge is part of a comprehensive
music education.

1st SEMESTER

LESSON 1. CLASSIFICATION OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS


The group of aerophone instruments – the sounds are produced by the vibration of a
column of air inside a tube



The group of chordophone instruments – the sounds are produced by the vibration of
one or more strings



The group of electrophone instruments – the sounds are produced by electromagnetic
oscillations



The group of idiophone instruments – the sound source of these instruments resides in
the elasticity of their own body



The group of membranophone instruments – the sounds are produced by a stretched
membrane

LESSON 2. AEROPHONE INSTRUMENTS / WINDS. CLASSIFICATION
1. Woodwind instruments


Reedless woodwind instruments



Woodwind instruments with double reed



Woodwind instruments with single reed
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2. Brass instruments


Brass instruments with mouthpiece



Polyphonic brass instruments

LESSON 3. REEDLESS WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS

The wind instruments within which the column of air is set into vibration due to the
introduction of air through a side opening called hole, reinforced by a support called mouthpiece,
resulting in a range of compression / expansion of the airflow - which produces a constant sound.
This category includes different types of flutes:


Flute



Piccolo



Alto flute



Bass Flute

FLUTE

It. Flauto, abbrev. Fl.
Construction: metal tube with cylindrical holes, covered with keys (finger operated
mechanisms). The instrument can be disassembled into 3-4 pieces
Written range*: C4 ~ C7
Notation: in Treble clef
Typical performance techniques: tremolo, legato, staccato, dental tremolo (frullato),
vibrato, glissando
Transposition: sounds as written
*

All ranges are given in scientific pitch notation, where C4 = “Middle C”.
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PICCOLO FLUTE

It. Flauto piccolo, abbrev. Fl. picc.
Construction: metal tube with cylindrical holes, covered with keys (finger operated by
mechanisms). The instrument can be disassembled into two pieces, thereby insuring for better
tuning
Written range: D4 ~ D7
Notation: in Treble clef
Typical performance techniques: tremolo, legato, staccato, dental tremolo (frullato),
vibrato, glissando
Transposition: sounds an octave higher than written

ALTO FLUTE

It. Flauto alto, abbrev. A. Fl.
Construction: metal tube with cylindrical holes, covered with keys (finger operated
mechanisms). The instrument can be disassembled into three pieces, thereby insuring for better
tuning
Written range: C4 ~ C7
Notation: in Treble clef
Typical performance techniques: tremolo, legato, staccato, dental tremolo (frullato,
flutter-tongue), vibrato, glissando
Transposition: sounds a perfect fourth lower than written
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BASS FLUTE

It. Flauto basso, abbrev. B. Fl.
Construction: metal tube with cylindrical holes, covered with keys (finger operated
mechanisms). The instrument can be disassembled into three pieces, thereby providing a better
tuning
Written range: C3 ~ F5
Notation: in Bass or Treble clef
Typical performance techniques: tremolo, legato, staccato, dental tremolo (frullato,
flutter-tongue), vibrato, glissando
Transposition: sounds an octave lower than written

LESSON 4. DOUBLE REED WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS
Wind instruments in which the column of air is set into vibration due to the introduction of
air through a double reed: two thin blades of cane interlinked, with both ends free.
This category includes:


Oboe



English horn (cor anglais)



Baritone oboe



Bassoon



Contrabassoon

OBOE

It. Oboe, abbrev. Ob.
Construction: wooden tube, conical, ending with a bore; holes, covered with keys (finger
operated mechanisms). The instrument can be dissembled
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Written range: Bb3 ~ A6
Notation: in Treble clef
Typical performance techniques: tremolo, legato, staccato, dental tremolo (frullato),
vibrato, glissando
Transposition: sounds as written

ENGLISH HORN (COR ANGLAIS)

It. Corno inglese, abbrev. E.H.
Construction: wooden tube, conical, ending with a bore; holes, covered with keys (finger
operated mechanisms). The instrument can be dissembled. Unlike the oboe, the reed is attached
to a metal tube bent at a wide angle (anglé)
Written range: Bb3 ~ G6
Notation: in Treble clef
Typical performance techniques: tremolo, legato, staccato, dental tremolo (frullato),
vibrato, glissando
Transposition: sounds a perfect fifth lower than written

BARITONE OBOE
It. Oboe baritono, abbrev. B. Ob.
Construction: wooden tube, conical, ending with a bore; holes, covered with keys (finger
operated mechanisms). The instrument can be disassembled
Written range: Bb3 ~ E6
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Notation: in Treble clef
Typical performance techniques: tremolo, legato, staccato, dental tremolo (frullato),
vibrato, glissando
Transposition: sounds an octave lower than written

LESSON 5. DOUBLE-REED WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS
(CONTINUED)

BASSOON

It. Fagotto, abbrev. Bsn.
Construction: wooden tube with holes, covered with keys (finger operated mechanisms).
The instrument can be dissembled. The reed is mounted on an S-shaped metal tube
Written range: Bb1 ~ E5
Notation: in Bass or Tenor clef
Typical performance techniques: tremolo, legato, staccato, dental tremolo (frullato),
vibrato, glissando
Transposition: sounds as written
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CONTRABASSOON (DOUBLE BASSOON)

It. Controfagotto, abbrev. Cbsn.
Construction: wooden tube with holes, covered with keys (finger operated mechanisms).
The instrument can be dissembled. The reed is mounted on an S-shaped metal tube
Written range: Bb1 ~ A4
Notation: in Bass or Tenor clef
Typical performance techniques: tremolo, legato, staccato, dental tremolo (frullato,
flutter-tongue), vibrato
Transposition: sounds an octave lower

LESSON 6. SINGLE-REED WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS
Wind instruments within which the column of air in the tube vibrates when the air is
blown through a single-reed device: a thin cane blade with a free end.
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CLARINET

It. Clarinetto, abbrev. Cl.
Construction: wooden tube, cylindrical inside, covered with keys (finger operated
mechanisms). The instrument can be dissembled
Written range: E3 ~ A6
Notation: in Treble clef
Typical performance techniques: tremolo, legato, staccato, dental tremolo (frullato,
flutter-tongue), vibrato, glissando
Transposition: Clarinet in Bb – sounds a major second lower than written, Clarinet in A –
sounds a minor third lower than written, Small Clarinet in Eb – sounds a minor third higher than
written
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BASS CLARINET

It. Clarinetto basso, abbrev. B. Cl.
Construction: wooden tube, cylindrical inside, covered with keys (finger operated
mechanisms). The instrument can be dissembled
Written range: E3 ~ G6
Notation: in Treble or Bass clef
Typical performance techniques: tremolo, legato, staccato, dental tremolo (frullato),
vibrato, glissando
Transposition: Clarinet Bass in Bb – sounds an octave and a major second lower when
written in Treble clef, and a major second lower when written in Bass clef
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SAXOPHONE

It. Saxofono / Sassofono, abbrev. Sax.
Construction: conical metal tube, with finger holes, covered with keys (finger operated
mechanisms). The instrument can be dissembled. There are several types: sopranino, soprano,
alto, tenor, bass and contrabass
Written range: Bb3 ~ F6
Notation: in Treble or Bass clef
Typical performance techniques: tremolo, legato, staccato, dental tremolo (frullato),
vibrato, glissando
Transposition according to the respective type:
• sopranino, in Eb – sounds a minor third higher than written
• soprano, in Bb – sounds a major second lower than written
• alto, in Eb – sounds a major sixth lower than written
• tenor, in Bb – sounds an octave and a major second lower than written
• baritone, in Eb – sounds an octave and a major sixth lower than written
• bass, in Bb – sounds two octaves and a major second lower than written
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LESSON 7. BRASS INSTRUMENTS WITH MOUTHPIECE

The sound of these instruments is produced by pressing the lips on the mouthpiece and by
causing vibration due to the air column inside – performing the role of a double reed (forming a
sound – the fundamental, and by enhancing the breath – the further harmonic series, both
determined by the length of the tube of the instrument).
Mouthpiece instruments consist of a system of tubes of different lengths where the air
stream is diverted by valves or pistons, thus changing the fundamental and the associated
harmonics.
The most common mouthpiece brass instruments are:
1. (French) Horn
2. Trumpet
3. Trombone
4. Tuba

FRENCH HORN

It. Corno, abbrev. Hn. / Hrn.
Construction: brass tube system with valves. The instrument can be dissembled. The
modern Horn is a chromatic instrument
Written range: ~ B1 ~ C6
Notation: in Treble or Bass clef
Typical performance techniques: legato, staccato, vibrato, glissando
Transposition: Chromatic Horn in F – sounds a perfect fifth lower than written
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TRUMPET

It. Tromba, abbrev. Tp. / Trp.
Construction: brass tubing system, with valves. The instrument can be dissembled.
Written range: ~ F#3 ~ C5
Notation: in Treble clef
Typical performance techniques: legato, staccato, tremolo, vibrato, glissando, con sord.
Transposition: Trumpet in Bb – sounds a major second lower than written, Trumpet in C
– sounds as written, Trumpet in D – sounds a major second higher than written

LESSON 8. BRASS INSTRUMENTS WITH MOUTHPIECE
(CONTINUED)

TROMBONE

It. Trombone, abbrev. Tbn.
Construction: brass tubing system, with a slide mechanism which changes the length of
the instrument. The instrument can be dissembled. There are 3 types: alto trombone, tenor
trombone and bass trombone
Written range: Alto Trombone: ~ A2 ~ F5, Tenor Trombone: ~ E2 ~ C5,
Bass Trombone: ~ B1 ~ A4
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Notation: Alto clef, Tenor clef or Bass clef
Typical performance techniques: legato, staccato, tremolo, vibrato, glissando, con sord.
Transposition: sounds as written

TUBA

It. Tuba, abbrev. Tba.
Construction: brass tubing system
Written range: Baritone Tuba (Bb): ~ E2 ~ Bb4, Bass Tuba (BBb): E1 ~ C4
Typical performance techniques: legato, staccato, tremolo, vibrato, glissando, con sord.
Transposition: sounds as written
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LESSON 9. POLYPHONIC WIND INSTRUMENTS
ORGAN

Construction: complex system of open and closed tubes (in modern organs up to 25000),
with several ways of producing the sound (flutes, single- or double-reeds). The air is produced
mechanically and is sent to the tubes through a complex system of valves. Registrations are
obtained by combining several types of tubes. It is operated using a console that includes the
keyboards (manuals), the pedal board, registration pistons, and various other mechanisms
Written range: C1 – C8
Notation: on a three-stave system, in Treble and Bass clefs
Transposition: sounds as written

LESSON 10. CHORDOPHONE INSTRUMENTS / STRINGS.
CLASSIFICATION
Chordophone instruments produce sound through the vibration of one or more strings, strung
over a resonator.
Classification:


Bowed instruments – the vibration of the strings is produced by rubbing a bow
against the strings
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Plucked string instruments – the vibration of the strings is produced by strumming
or plucking



String instruments that are struck or plucked by means of mechanical action

LESSON 11. BOWED STRING INSTRUMENTS
These instruments are played by using a bow. They come in different sizes but have
shared characteristics. The body of these instruments is arched in the middle, consisting of a top,
back and ribs. The body is continued with a neck on which a fingerboard is fastened. The neck
of the instrument ends with a very simple system for tuning – pegs, placed in the pegbox –
twisted in a spiral. In its vicinity lies the nut. The strings (four in number, tuned differently
depending on the instrument) are attached at the upper end by pegs in their shafts, supported by
the nut, and are anchored at the lower end by the tailpiece and also by the bridge. On the right
and the left of the bridge are two F-shaped holes called F-holes. The bow is an arched rod,
variable in diameter, tapering to the top. Between the tip and heel (frog) of the bow, a tress of
horsehair is stretched.
The four common bowed string instruments are: violin, viola, cello, and double bass.

VIOLIN

It. Violino, abbrev. Vn. / Vl.
Tuning: G3 D4 A4 E5
Written range: G3 ~ E7
Notation: in Treble clef
Typical performance techniques: legato, staccato, tremolo, vibrato, glissando, con sord.,
pizzicato, pizz. Bartok, flag., sul ponticello, etc.
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VIOLA

It. Viola, abbrev. Vla.
Tuning: C3 G3 D4 A4
Written range: C3 ~ C6
Notation: in Alto (or Treble) clef
Typical performance techniques: legato, staccato, tremolo, vibrato, glissando, con sord.,
pizzicato, pizz. Bartok, flag., sul ponticello, etc.

LESSON 12. BOWED STRING INSTRUMENTS (CONTINUED)
CELLO
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It. Violoncello, abbrev. Vc. / Vlc.
Tuning: C2 G2 D3 A3
Written range: C2 ~ A5
Notation: in Bass or Tenor clef
Typical performance techniques: legato, staccato, tremolo, vibrato, glissando, con sord.,
pizzicato, pizz. Bartok, flag., sul ponticello, etc.

CONTRABASS (DOUBLE BASS)

It. Contrabbasso, abbrev. D-B. / Cb. / Cbs.
Tuning: [C2] E2 A2 D3 G3 (5- or 4-string instrument respectively)
Written range: [C2] E2 ~ G5
Notation: in Bass (or Tenor) clef
Typical performance techniques: legato, staccato, tremolo, vibrato, glissando, con sord.,
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pizzicato, pizz. Bartok, flag., sul ponticello, etc.
Transposition: sounds an octave lower than written

LESSON 13. PLUCKED STRING INSTRUMENTS
HARP

It. Arpa, abbrev. Hrp.
Construction: 47 strings stretched over a frame (a resonance board and a tuning console)
and a 7-pedal system for different tunings
Written range: Cb1 – G#7
Notation: on a two-stave system, in Treble and Bass clefs
Typical performance techniques: legato, staccato, tremolo, vibrato, glissando (simple,
double, triple), bisbigliando
Transposition: sounds as written
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GUITAR

It. Chitarra, abbrev. Gtr.
Construction: 6 strings stretched over a sounding board, and a fingerboard (22-24 keys)
Notation: in Treble clef
Tuning: E3 A3 D4 G4 B4 E5
Written range: E3 ~ G6
Typical performance techniques: legato, staccato, tremolo, vibrato, glissando, harmonic
tones
Transposition: sounds an octave lower than written

LECȚIA 14. STRUCKED AND PLUCKED STRINGS /
KEYBOARDS
PIANO
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It. Pianoforte, abbrev. pf.
Written range: A0 – C8
Notation: on a two-stave system (piano grand staff), in Treble and Bass clefs
Typical performance techniques: legato, staccato, tremolo, glissando, arpeggio, chords
Transposition: sounds as written

HARPSICHORD

It. Cembalo, abbrev. Hpd.
Performance: the strings are plucked by a mechanical plectrum when pressing a key
Written range: F1 – F6
Notation: on a two-stave system, in Treble and Bass clefs
Construction: may have one or two keyboards (manuals)
Typical performance techniques: scales, tremolo, trill, arpeggio, chords
Transposition: sounds as written
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2nd SEMESTER

LESSON 1. ELECTROPHONE INSTRUMENTS
This group comprises of instruments that transform electrical or electromagnetic energy
into sound waves. This includes electroacoustic instruments (mechanical energy is converted /
modulated into electric energy and afterwards into sound waves). The best example of an
electroacoustic instrument is the electric guitar, where the mechanical energy of the strings is
converted by an electromagnetic system (output jack), transmitted as electrical impulse to a
modulation and amplification system – effects and amplifiers, then to a sound cabinet
(loudspeaker) where it is turned into sound waves.
ELECTRIC GUITAR

Electronic instruments work directly with the electrical waves, which are modulated and
sent to an amplification system and loudspeakers. This category includes electric organs and
different types of synthesizers (analogue or digital – hardware or software based).
SYNTHESIZER
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LESSON 2. PERCUSSION. IDIOPHONE INSTRUMENTS.
CLASSIFICATION
These are instruments that produce sound by means of the vibration of their own body.
Therefore the material they are constructed of is very important for the type of sound produced.
They may be made of stone, wood, metal, glass, plastic, etc.
The shapes of these instruments are extremely diverse, and therefore they will be divided
into 4 groups:
1. struck idiophones
2. shaken idiophones
3. friction idiophones
4. plucked idiophones
Some are tuned, others have indeterminate pitch, albeit with approximate range: low,
mid, high or super high.

LESSON 3. PITCHED METAL IDIOPHONE INSTRUMENTS

TUBULAR BELLS (CHIMES)

It. Campane, abbrev. Bells
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Construction: pitched steel tubes hung from a frame, with dampers
Performance: struck with wooden beaters (covered with felt or leather)
Notation: in Treble clef
Written range: C4 – F5 (standard)
Transposition: sounds as written

LESSON 4. PITCHED METAL IDIOPHONE INSTRUMENTS
(CONTINUED – PART 1)

GLOCKENSPIEL

It. Campanelli, Germ. Glockenspiel, abbrev. Gl.
Construction: metal bars placed on a soundboard
Performance: the bars are struck with hard mallets
Notation: in Treble clef
Written range: F3 – C6
Transposition: sounds two octaves higher than written
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LESSON 5. PITCHED METAL IDIOPHONE INSTRUMENTS
(CONTINUED – PART 2)
VIBRAPHONE

It. Vibrafono, abbrev. Vib.
Construction: metal blades placed on a metal table, with a pedal mechanism for damping
It has resonator tubes below the blades, within which motor-driven rotating discs produce a
vibrato
Performance: struck with mallets of various materials and hardness
Written range: F3 – F6
Notation: in Treble clef
Transposition: sounds as written

CELESTA
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It. Celesta, abbrev. Cel.
Construction: a series of steel bars, chromatically tuned, placed on a resonator
Performance: keyboard-operated, mechanism includes felt-covered hammers, levers and
steel plates
Written range: C3 – C7
Notation: on a two-stave system, in Bass and Treble clefs
Transposition: sounds an octave higher than written

LESSON 6. PITCHED WOOD IDIOPHONE INSTRUMENTS
XYLOPHONE

It. Silofono, abbrev. Xyl.
Construction: rosewood bars placed on a frame, with resonator tubes
Performance: struck with wooden mallets
Notation: in Treble clef
Written range: C3 (F3) – C7
Transposition: sounds an octave higher than written
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LESSON 7. PITCHED WOOD IDIOPHONE INSTRUMENTS
(CONTINUED)
MARIMBA

It. Marimba, abbrev. Mar.
Construction: Almost identical to the xylophone, except the wooden bars are slightly
larger and carved underneath
Performance: struck with mallets of various materials
Notation: in Treble clef
Written range: (F2) C3 – C7 (standard)
Transposition: sounds as written

LESSON 8. PITCHED GLASS IDIOPHONE INSTRUMENTS
GLASS HARMONICA
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It. Armonica, abbrev. G. Hca.
Construction: instrument invented by Benjamin Franklin. Comprised of glass bowls or
goblets tuned chromatically, on a spindle turned by a pedal mechanism
Performance: played by rubbing the glass bowls with moistened fingers
Written range: ~ C4 – E7

LESSON 9. UNPITCHED METAL IDIOPHONE INTRUMENTS
TRIANGLE

It. Triangolo, abbrev. Trg.
Construction: a round steel bar bent into a triangle shape, with one corner left open
Performance: struck with a metal beater
Typical performance techniques: tremolo, col legno (with a wooden rod)

CYMBALS
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It. Piatti (cineli), abbrev. Cym.
Construction: thin round plates of metal alloy, suspended or used in pairs
Performance: striking together, scraping / rubbing
Typical performance techniques: scraping, tremolo, with a violin bow

TAM-TAM

abbrev. T-t
Construction: large, flat metal disc (copper or brass) with the rim bent in
Performance: struck with a felt-covered mallet
Typical performance techniques: single hit, tremolo, scraping

LESSON 10. UNPITCHED WOOD IDIOPHONE INSTRUMENTS

CASTANETS

Abbrev. Cast.
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Construction: pair of concave shell-shaped pieces of hardwood
Performance: attached to the fingers of the player: struck together

WOOD-BLOCKS

Abbrev. Wdbl.
Construction: hollow block of wood, with a longitudinal cavity
Performance: struck with wooden mallets

WHIP / SLAPSTICK

It. Frusta
Construction: two long wooden boards, joined by a hinge
Performance: the planks are slapped together, resulting in a dry, sharp whip-like crack
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CLAVES

Construction: two pieces of solid wood, cylindrical or rectangular
Performance: the sticks are struck together, resulting in a sharp and powerful sound

LESSON 11. MEMBRANOPHONE INSTRUMENTS / SKINS.
CLASSIFICATION

This category includes instruments that produce sound through the vibration of a
membrane (drumhead) stretched over a resonator (box or shell).
The resonator may have many shapes and sizes.
The sound is produced by striking the membrane with various sticks, mallets, with the
fingers or with the palm.
The vibration of the membrane is transmitted to the box resonator, thus amplifying the
sound and sometimes resulting in a relatively long decay time.
The resulting sounds are not rich in harmonics.
The parts of these instruments are usually written on a single line, or in some cases
(timpani / kettledrums) on a regular staff.
They have a rhythmic and dynamic role.
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LESSON 12. PITCHED MEMBRANOPHONE INSTRUMENTS

TIMPANI / KETTLEDRUMS

It. Timpani, Germ. Pauken, abbrev. Timp.
Construction: leather or plastic membrane stretched using a hydraulic or mechanical
tuning system, on a semi-spherical resonator bowl of metal alloy
Performance: played by striking the head with sticks (mallets) made of various materials
and hardness
Notation: in Bass clef
Typical performance techniques: tremolo, glissando with the help of the tuning system /
pedals, secco, coperto
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LESSON 13. UNPITCHED MEMBRANOPHONE INSTRUMENTS /
DRUMS

BASS DRUM

It. Gran Cassa, abbrev. B.D.
Construction: leather or plastic membrane stretched on a wooden hollow cylinder
(measuring around 80 cm in diameter and 60 cm in height)
Performance: striking with a beater (mallet) that is thicker than the one used for timpani
Notation: on one line
Typical performance techniques: tremolo, secco, coperto
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SNARE DRUM

It. Tamburo piccolo, abbrev. S.D.
Construction: leather or plastic membrane stretched on a wooden hollow cylinder
(measuring around 35 cm in diameter and 15 cm in height). A resonance system can be applied
on the lower membrane, consisting of 8 to 10 pairs of metal strings (snares)
Performance: struck with drumsticks (wooden)
Notation: on one line
Typical performance techniques: tremolo, secco, coperto, on the frame of the instrument

TENOR DRUM

It. Cassa rulante, abbrev. T.D.
Construction: skin membrane stretched on a wooden hollow cylinder (measuring around
60 cm in diameter and 25 cm in height)
Performance: struck with drumsticks (wooden)
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Notation: on one line
Typical performance techniques: tremolo, secco, coperto, on the frame of the instrument

TAMBOURINE

It. Tamburina / Tamburo basco, abbrev. Tamb.
Construction: skin membrane (head) stretched on a wooden hollow cylinder (measuring
from 28 cm in diameter and 5 cm in height) to which metal discs (jingles) are attached
Performance: struck with hands or wooden sticks, rubbed with fingers, or shaking /
striking the jingles
Notation: on one line

LESSON 14. VARIOUS TRADITIONAL PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS

DAYEREH

Tambourine-like instrument, larger in size, used by the people of Central Asia. The sound
is produced by striking the membrane with the hand or with a stick..
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NAGARA

Group of instruments consisting of small drums, typical to the Far East countries.

TOM-TOM

Chinese instrument of various sizes resembling a small drum, struck with bare hands or
with wooden sticks.

BONGOS

The Cuban, smaller version, of the Tom-Tom.
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